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IS IT A PUMPKIN OR JACK-O-LANTERN?
One of the more challenging aspects of clearing a design mark in the United States is finding
similar marks that have already been registered with the United States Patent and Trademark
Office (“PTO”). Unlike searching words or phrases, designs are given codes (“coded”) based on
29 Categories found in the PTO’s Design Search Code Manual. (See
http://tess2.uspto.gov/tmdb/dscm/index.htm).
DESIGN CATEGORIES: For example, Category 4 covers supernatural beings, mythological or
legendary beings, fantastical beings or unidentifiable beings that includes devils, angels,
leprechauns, witches and super heroes. Also found in Category 4 are plants, objects or
geometrical figures that represent humans or animals. Each Category is divided into many subcategories that further categorize the designs. For example, there is a sub-category for
mythological beings, superbeings, ghosts and aliens (04.01.07), sphinx (half human, half lion)
(04.03.02) and plants, parts of plants, or combinations of plants representing a person (04.07.01).
See below:
04.01.07 Mythological beings, superbeings, ghosts, aliens

04.03.02 Sphinx (half human, half lion)

04.07.01 Plants, parts of plants, or combinations of plants representing a person

CONDUCTING A DESIGN SEARCH: To search the PTO website for designs coded, for example, as
mythological beings, superbeings, ghosts and aliens (collectively “mythological beings”) go to
the Trademark Electronic Search System (TESS) at the USPTO and select Word and/or
Design Mark Search (Free Form). Enter the design code 04.01.07 (removing the dots “.”) and
add the design search code [dc] (i.e., 040107[dc], also shown below). Click Submit Query.

All records that contain this design code will be disclosed in the search results. In this case there
are 3,579 records that contain design code 04.01.07. An excerpt of the search results is below:

Click on “image list” and each record is displayed by the design:

Undoubtedly, searching 3000+ records is too daunting. The search can be narrowed by other
criteria such as a key word in the mark description [de] or by international class [ic]. For
example, enter 040107[dc] and ghost[de]. The search results are narrowed to 134 marks that
contain ghost designs. Examples below:

Or the search can be limited to a certain class such as toys (Class 28) (040107[dc] and
“028”[ic]). The search results change to 344 marks of mythological beings for toys. Examples
below:

KEY WORD SEARCHES: But what if the design does not exactly fit into one of the 24 categories? For
example, a mark is described as a “jack-o-lantern” but there is not a design code for jack-olanterns. It could be described as a pumpkin:
05.09.12 Pumpkins

But if the design is not an actual pumpkin, what other design codes can be used to describe the
design? For the purposes of this discussion, two “jack-o-lantern” designs are analyzed.
1) The first design is described as: “a profile view of a jack-o-lantern with carved human facial
features and sunglasses and having a wheat hair Mohawk with an ivy vine interspersed” for
“beer” in Class 32. The design was coded for several design elements including: 04.07.01 person formed by plants; plants forming a person; plants or combinations of plants representing a
person; plants representing a person and also 05.09.12 - pumpkins. A search of either of these
design codes would disclose this design.

2) The second design is described as a 3D “configuration of the packaging for the goods,
namely, a beverage container featuring a globular bottle shape resembling a jack-o-lantern” for
“sports drinks” in Class 32. This design is coded as: 04.07.02 - objects forming a person; person
formed by objects and 19.09.02 - bottles, jars or flasks with bulging, protruding or rounded
sides; flasks with bulging or protruding sides; jars with bulging or protruding sides.

In these two jack-o-lantern examples, searching the individual design codes would not reveal
both marks but searching by the key word, “jack-o-lantern” would disclose both marks. A search
of “jack-o-lantern” in class 32 discloses only these two results. However, a search by the key
word “pumpkin” in class 32 reveals a total of 18 marks. Some of which are also pumpkin head
designs shown below:

CONCLUSION: As shown above, there is not one way to clear a design mark. It requires use of all
the tools - design codes, key words, class designations and the like - in various combinations
depending on the design. Design codes can designate the (i) form of the design, e.g., pumpkin or
persons or objects formed by plants and; (ii) function (the second jack-o-lantern mark was also
coded as a bottle). Key words can include a variety of terms and in the case above, both “jack-olantern” and “pumpkin” revealed different and relevant results.
On the applicant side, it is important to thoroughly describe the mark as this is one of the criteria
used by the PTO to code the design. Also, once the codes are entered into the record, applicant
can request that additional codes be included in the record. This could improve the ability to

uncover more relevant marks that in turn would increase the chances of avoiding a potential
conflict and reduce unnecessary costs associated with such a conflict.
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